atlas™

Send Questionnaires & Make Cyber
Risk Decisions with Confidence

Get a 360° View. Into Any

The current questionnaire exchange process falls short. Sending

Organization.

questionnaires through email is time-intensive. Tracking responses in

Validate questionnaire responses with

spreadsheets is painful. Validating responses is difficult.

SecurityScorecard Ratings in Atlas. Atlas’
Smart Mapping Engine uses machine
learning that helps you trust but verify your
vendors’ responses. See an organization’s
overall grade and map individual answers
to specific issue-level ratings. With 1+ million

Atlas is the trusted questionnaire evidence and exchange platform built
for modern sender management. Never send another spreadsheet
or individual email again. Atlas streamlines sending cybersecurity
questionnaires, making the process simpler, faster, and more secure with
responses automatically mapped to SecurityScorecard Ratings.

companies rated, Atlas gives you the power
to confidently make cyber risk decisions.

Maintain Compliance. Minimize Risk.
Staying compliant is easy with Atlas’ secure Evidence Locker. Maintain an
immutable historical record of all interactions, questions, and answers,
keeping you audit ready.

"Atlas has proven to be very, very useful in

Initiate a Questionnaire in Seconds.

helping our organization move away from

Choose from over 15 industry-standard questionnaires - such as ISO, SIG,

sending Word documents, relying on email,

and NIST - or upload your own questionnaires to assess vendors. White

and a lot of miscommunication that you get

label your Atlas instance to match the look and feel of your brand for

with the old questionnaire processes.”

consistency across your digital assets. Schedule future questionnaires to

- Kenneth Ord, Head of Security IT,

operationalize vendor assessments.

Modulr Finance

Know the Status of Every Questionnaire.
Set deadlines and track status of outgoing questionnaires in one
dashboard, giving you a single source of truth. Switch between list or
kanban views, leverage tags for better organization, sort and filter by due
dates, and see the turnaround time of all of your questionnaires. Stop
sending follow-up emails with Atlas' automatic platform reminders.
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See how Atlas can revolutionize your
team. Visit https://securityscorecard.com/
platform/atlas to request a demo.

Complete the Questionnaire Cycle 30% Faster.
Review answers in minutes with transparency at every step. Atlas’
intuitive dashboard keeps you in control with the ability to mark questions
as pending, flagged, or done. Add comments in Atlas to streamline
collaboration with stakeholders. Gain on average, 30% time efficiency
during questionnaire review cycles, allowing your team to focus on
higher-value activities.

atlas™

Respond to Questionnaires in a
Streamlined Way

Automatically Fill Out
Responses.

Responding to cybersecurity questionnaires takes hours, involves

Atlas’ Smart Mapping Engine leverages

multiple stakeholders. Reporting on relevant risks in a consistent way

machine learning to automatically map

is challenging across different types of questionnaires. Atlas empowers

responses from previous questionnaires

questionnaire receivers to reply efficiently, accurately, and consistently.

tedious copying and pasting, and is difficult to collaborate on across

to new ones, eliminating the need for you
to manually respond every time. Using

Atlas’ unique Smart Mapping Engine standardizes a variety of inputs so

advanced semantic and syntactic analysis,

answers to security questions can be auto-filled, helping you respond to

Atlas is able to recognize and answer the

questionnaires up to 7 times faster.

same question, even if it is asked differently.

Reply Accurately and Consistently. Every time.
Maintain consistent answers across all questionnaires to ensure that
you are giving the right level of information to the right partners. Reduce
manual errors and careless mistakes with the Smart Mapping Engine.

Access Everything On-Demand in One Secure Place.
Stay in control of every questionnaire you receive. Upload any previously
filled out questionnaires to your secure Answer & Evidence Repository,
making it your single source of truth. With a centralized content
management dashboard, you won’t have to dig through messy folders.

About SecurityScorecard
SecurityScorecard helps security professionals
work collaboratively to solve mission-critical,

Easily Collaborate with Your Stakeholders.

cybersecurity issues in a transparent way.

Eliminate email back and forths and time wasted waiting for updates in

The SecurityScorecard platform provides

order to finish a questionnaire. Assign teammates to specific questions,

continuous, non-intrusive cyber risk monitoring

giving them secure access to complete questionnaires up to 70% faster.

of any organization and its ecosystem.

Insert all comments in Atlas, giving you clarity without email chains.
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Respond on Time Early.
Never miss a deadline again. Stay on top of questionnaires with clear due

Start responding to cybersecurity
questionnaires faster. Learn more at https://
securityscorecard.com/platform/atlas.

dates, progress bars, and automatic reminders in a detailed dashboard.
Reduce sale cycles by weeks and help close more deals, increasing the
bottom line. Enable your team to do more with the same resources.

